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United States: LB&I directives on transfer pricing 
examinations 

The IRS Large Business and International (LB&I) division publicly released a set of 
five LB&I directives as guidance with respect for examinations of transfer pricing 
issues.  

Text of these five LB&I directives is available (hyperlinked) to the IRS website below: 

• Interim instructions on issuance of mandatory transfer pricing information
document request (IDR) in LB&I examinations (this memorandum is being
issued to communicate to LB&I employees certain changes to requirements for
issuing the mandatory transfer pricing IDR until Internal Revenue Manual (IRM)
4.60.8, International Procedures, International Examination and Processing
Procedures, and related references are updated)

• Instructions for examiners on transfer pricing issue examination scope -
Appropriate application of IRC section 6662(e) penalties (this directive
provides instructions to LB&I examiners with respect to the assertion of penalties
in certain transfer pricing examinations)

• Instructions for LB&I on transfer pricing issue selection - Reasonably
anticipated benefits in cost-sharing arrangements (this directive provides
instructions to LB&I examiners to stop developing adjustments to cost-sharing
arrangements (CSA) based on changing the taxpayer’s multiple reasonably
anticipated benefits (RAB) shares to a single RAB share when subsequent
platform contribution transactions are added to an existing CSA until an IRS-wide
position is finalized)

• Instructions for examiners on transfer pricing issue selection - Cost-sharing
arrangement stock-based compensation (this directive provides instructions to
LB&I examiners to stop opening issues related to stock-based compensation
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included in CSA intangible development costs until the Ninth Circuit issues an 
opinion in the Altera case on appeal) 
 

• Instructions for LB&I on transfer pricing selection and scope of analysis - 
Best method selection (this directive instructs IRS examiners to obtain Treaties 
and Transfer Pricing Operations (TTPO) Transfer Pricing Review Panel approval 
before changing the taxpayer’s selection of a Reg. section 1.482 method as the 
best method as supported in contemporaneous transfer pricing documentation or 
advance pricing agreement (APA) submissions) 

 
KPMG observation 
 
These LB&I directives are dated "January 12, 2018" but apparently were not available 
publicly until today, perhaps because of the U.S. federal holiday. 
 
Read a March 2018 report [PDF 84 KB] prepared by the KPMG member firm in the 
United States, that examines the LB&I directives 
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